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Original Article

Context: Present knowledge about intraoperative management, morbidity, and mortality of patients with undiagnosed 
catecholamine-producing tumors is mostly based on published case reports and anecdotal evidence.
Aims: The aim was to summarize the management and outcomes of reported cases and analyze for practice patterns, deduct 
useful management recommendations as applicable.
Settings and Design: The Medline database was searched with specific keywords for the period of 1988-2010 for cases of 
incidental pheochromocytomas and paragangliomas.
Materials and Methods: Case reports in the English language with a postoperative diagnosis of pheochromocytoma and 
paraganglioma by histopathology were included. Systematic data extraction from case reports was done.
Statistical analysis used: Descriptive statistics were applied.
Results: Of 823 retrieved records, 62 case reports met inclusion criteria. Hemodynamic instability occurred primarily during 
mass manipulation/intraoperatively (52%, n  = 32) and induction/laryngoscopy (18%, n  = 11). In cases reporting specific 
antihypertensive treatments, nitrates (67%, n = 30) represented the majority of medications used, followed by beta-blockers (47%, 
n = 21). Alpha receptor blockers were administered in 33% (n = 15). The perioperative mortality was 8% (n = 5), and none 
of these patients received intraoperative alpha blockade. A catecholamine-secreting tumor was suspected intraoperatively in 
26% of cases.
Conclusions: The perioperative mortality based on the reviewed cases of incidental catecholamine producing tumors was 
less than would traditionally be expected. Intraoperative alpha receptor blockade to treat hypertension was reported in 33% 
of cases, and none of the patients with a fatal outcome had received it. A higher intraoperative index of suspicion and a lower 
threshold to consider alpha blocking medications for severe intraoperative hypertension may improve outcomes.
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Introduction

Catecholamine-producing tumors originating from the 
entero-chromafin cells of the adrenal medulla are known 
as pheochromocytomas, whereas those arising from the 
extra-adrenal chromafin cells of the sympathetic ganglia are 

classified as paragangliomas. As the name implies, the latter 
may be distributed along the paravertebral axis and may be 
located in the bladder, the prostate and even the heart.[1,2] 
The	majority	 of	 these	 neuroendocrine	 tumors	 (80-90%)	
occur in the adrenal medulla.[3] Signs and symptoms are 
generally related to catecholamine excess from the secreting 
tumor: Systemic hypertension, pallor, sweating, palpitations, 
headaches, and anxiety attacks.[4]

Intraoperative unpredictable paroxysmal release of 
catecholamines can result in catastrophic cardiovascular 
complications in the previously undiagnosed patient.[5] Even 
in medically prepared patients, surgery may still be associated 
with	a	25	%	incidence	of	sustained	hypertensive	events.[3,6]

The prevalence of incidental intraoperative pheochromocytomas 
and paragangliomas is unknown, but historically they have 
been	 associated	 with	 a	mortality	 rate	 of	 up	 to	 40%.[7-9] 
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Knowledge about the intraoperative management of patients 
not previously diagnosed with a neuroendocrine tumor is 
largely	limited	to	case	reports.	We	theorized	that	aggregate	
information from these case reports may inform the clinician 
about intraoperative management choices in the event of 
hypertensive crisis, possibly beyond what is already known 
from patients with a preoperatively diagnosed catecholamine 
secreting tumor. Additionally postoperative outcomes of the 
reported cases might provide new clinical insights. Therefore 
we conducted a review of this literature in the English 
language	 over	 the	past	22	 years	 to	 study	 and	 summarize	
perioperative demographic, management, and outcome data 
of incidental pheochromocytomas and paragangliomas.

Materials and Methods

We searched the Ovid Medline database and its In-Process 
Medline	 file	 including	 the	 years	 1988-2010	 for	 cases	
and case series of incidental pheochromocytoma and 
paraganglioma during surgery. We chose the starting 
year for the search as a time when pulse oximetry had 
been introduced and was now widely used as a surrogate, 
marking an era of “modern medicine.” A reference librarian 
assisted with compilation of the articles of interest using a 
medical subject heading (MeSH) search string. Terms used 
but not limited to the following included incidentaloma, 
intraoperative, pheochromocytoma, paraganglioma, 
neuroendocrine tumor, surgery, and anesthesia. Inclusion 
criteria were all articles in the English language describing 
intraoperative management of cases with a preoperatively 
unsuspected but postoperatively proven diagnosis of either 
pheochromocytoma or paraganglioma by histopathology. All 
identified abstracts were reviewed by one of the authors (SH) 
for eligibility. A second author (RS) was available to resolve 
uncertainties encountered during the primary review. Full 
text articles were assessed by both authors for eligibility, 
and those with a lack of a final histopathologic diagnosis 
of a catecholamine tumor, or insufficient intraoperative case 
management information were excluded. Of the remaining 
manuscripts, patient demographic data, perioperative 
management, and outcome data including perioperative 
timing of hemodynamic instability and use and type of 
vasoactive agents for treatment were extracted by both 

authors into an electronic database, compared for entry 
errors,	and	 summarized.	 In	manuscripts	describing	more	
than one case, each case with sufficient case detail was 
counted as a separate case report entry (see also Appendix) 
and	analyzed	accordingly.	Because	of	the	limited	number	of	
articles and their type – case reports and case series – and 
accordingly the relative simplicity of the data provided, risk 
of bias assessment or measures of consistency often typical 
for systematic study reviews were not possible. Descriptive 
statistics	were	 used,	 and	data	were	 reported	 in	mean	±	
standard deviation (SD).

Results

The	literature	search	resulted	in	839	abstracts.	Sixteen	duplicate	
records	were	removed,	and	823	abstracts	were	screened.	Of	
these,	744	cases	did	not	report	on	incidental	catecholamine	
secreting tumors. Seventy-nine full text articles were assessed 
for	eligibility,	and	an	additional	17	were	subsequently	excluded	

Table 1: Perioperative mortality (n=5)

Age Gender Anesthetic technique Procedure Hypertensive episode Treatment Outcome
45 F GA TAH On induction Propranolol Intraop death
36 F Spinal Elective C-section At the end of surgery Nifedipine Postop death
68 M GA AVR Immediately postoperatively Nitroprusside Postop death
48 F GA TAH On incision Hydralazine Postop death
40 F GA C-section Before induction None Postop death

F=Female, M=Male, GA=General anesthesia, TAH=Total abdominal hysterectomy, C-section=Cesarean section, AVR=Aortic valve replacement

Diagram 1: Intraoperative Management of Patients with Incidental 
Catecholamine Producing Tumors: A Literature Review and Analysis
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for reasons mentioned above (PRISMA diagram I). Sixty-two 
case reports and series met inclusion criteria (Appendix). 
Anesthetic	management	included	57	general	anesthetics,	two	
spinals, two epidurals, and one combined general/epidural 
technique.	There	were	36	men	(58	%)	and	24	women	(39%)	as	
well as two cases lacking gender identification (three percent). 
Of	these	patients	71%	(n = 43)	had	a	pheochromocytoma,	28	
were	in	men,	14	in	women,	and	two	in	cases	with	unreported	
gender.	Paragangliomas	were	diagnosed	in	29%	(n = 18)	of	
cases,	8	of	whom	were	men	and	10	were	women.	The	patients	
presented	at	an	age	of	50	±	16	yrs	(range	11-87).

In	16	cases	(26%),	the	diagnosis	was	subsequently	suspected	
intraoperatively.

Perioperative	mortality	was	 8%	 (n = five,	Table	 1).	The	
publication years of case reports with fatal outcomes were 
1993,	 1995,	 1999,	 2005,	 and	 2007.	All	 patients	 who	
succumbed were treated with a single antihypertensive 
agent, and none of them received an alpha receptor blocker 
intraoperatively.	Four	 of	 the	 five	 deceased	 patients	 (80%)	
required either obstetric (cesarean section, n = two) or 
gynecologic surgery (hysterectomy, n = two).

The	mean	hospital	length	of	stay	was	15	±	13.3	days	(n = 15).

Hemodynamic instability was described as hypertensive 
episodes,	 except	 for	 one	 case.	 Figure	 1	 shows	 the	
perioperative timing of these episodes. They were most 
frequent (n  = 32,	 53%)	 during	 mass	 manipulation	 or	
otherwise intraoperatively, or occurred at anesthetic 
induction and laryngoscopy (n  = 11,	 18%,	 Figure	 1).	
The terms used to describe hemodynamic instability in the 
reviewed case reports, such as “hypertensive episode” or 
“hypertensive crisis” were not specifically defined by the 
respective authors, but rather used descriptively. However, 
the term “hypertensive crisis” has been defined in the 
literature as a systolic blood pressure of greater than 
180	mmHg	 and/or	 a	 diastolic	 blood	 pressure	 of	 greater	
than	120	mmHg	that	necessitates	immediate	blood	pressure	
reduction to prevent or limit end-organ damage.[10] In all 
our cases the blood pressure elevations described met 
these criteria for hypertensive crisis. A single patient, later 
diagnosed with bilateral pheochromocytomas, presented 
with perioperative hypotension requiring vasopressors. The 
catecholamine involved in these masses was not reported.

In	45	of	the	62	cases	specific	medication	use	for	the	treatment	
of hemodynamic instability was described. Between one and 
six different vasoactive agents were administered per reported 
case	to	treat	hypertension	[Figure	2].	Overwhelmingly,	either	
one or two or three different agents were chosen to control 

hypertensive crisis and tachycardia. Use of more than three 
drugs was infrequent. The types of antihypertensives employed 
are	summarized	in	Figure	3.	Nitrates	(67%,	n = 30)	followed	
by	beta-blockers	(47%,	n = 21)	were	given	most	frequently.	
Alpha adrenergic receptor blocking agents were used in 
33%	(n = 15)	of	patients.	Miscellaneous	alternatives	were	
chosen less frequently.

Figure 2: Number of vasoactive agents used per patient (n = 45). Up to five 
medications were given to treat hemodynamic instability, but in the majority of 
cases, either 3 agents or less were administered intraoperatively

Figure 3: Frequency of treatments with different vasoactive agents during 
hemodynamic instability. Direct vasodilators: Nitroprusside (n = 18), 
nitroglycerin (n = 12), hydralazine (n = 4)

Figure 1: Proportion of the temporal occurrence of hemodynamic 
instability (n = 62)
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Discussion

The true incidence of unsuspected intraoperative catecholamine 
producing neuroendocrine tumors remains unknown. We 
report	 a	 collective	 experience	of	62	 case	 reports	published	
between	 1988	 and	 2010	 according	 to	 a	Medline	 search.	
Although considered rare tumors with a prevalence of 
0.1-0.5%	in	the	general	population,[11,12] they are diagnosed 
in only half of the patients on whom a pheochromocytoma 
is found on autopsy.[13] When diagnosed prior to surgery, 
preoperative	medical	preparation	emphasizing	alpha	before	
beta adrenergic blockade–to prevent unopposed alpha receptor 
mediated vasoconstriction from catecholamine release-and 
reversal of volume depletion is recommended.[3]	The	near	0%	
perioperative mortality rate for elective pheochromocytoma 
removal is largely attributed to improved medical preparation 
and perioperative management.[14] This concept however has 
been challenged by some, because of the availability of ultrashort 
acting vasoactive agents for intraoperative use.[15,16] Patients 
with undiagnosed vasoactive neuroendocrine tumors may be 
an extraordinary challenge to the intra- and perioperative care 
team, and the procedure is usually not curative for the mass, 
so that risks of continued unpredictable catecholamine surges 
persist following surgery.

In this series, incidental intraoperative catecholamine-producing 
neuroendocrine tumors have been reported during general, 
regional, and combined anesthetics. The great majority of 
these incidental tumors were pheochromocytomas occurring 
in	men.	 Interestingly,	 in	 30%	 of	 the	 cases,	 intraoperative	
hemodynamic instability (hypertension) was unrelated to 
direct tumor manipulation/intraoperative events or anesthetic 
induction and laryngoscopy. Hypertensive events were also 
reported immediately pre- and postoperatively, without further 
definition of triggers, such as perioperative anxiety or pain.

The majority of the cases report nitrates as the intraoperative 
antihypertensives used, followed by beta-blockers and limited 
use	of	some	form	of	alpha	receptor	blockade	(33%).	Rarely	
were more than three agents employed during one case. It 
is unclear if additional agents were not needed during the 
procedure or not readily available at the time.

The	8%	mortality	in	our	study	was	lower	than	the	historically	
reported	 40%	 incidence	 for	 unsuspected	 intraoperative	
catecholamine secreting tumors.[4-6] Improved monitoring, 
better availability of intravenous antihypertensives, and 
advances in anesthesiology may partially explain this finding. 
On the other hand, fatal outcomes may not have been reported 
with a representative frequency. In all five fatal cases of this 
series, single antihypertensive management without alpha 
blockers was used. It is undetermined whether multimodal 

antihypertensive therapy including an alpha blocker could 
have improved these outcomes. Furthermore four of the five 
deaths	occurred	postoperatively,	emphasizing	the	challenge	
of seamless transition from intraoperative management to 
postoperative care. Four of these five patients presented 
either for a hysterectomy or a caesarean section raising 
questions about the possibility of an increased morbidity 
or mortality of this particular patient population when 
an incidental catecholamine producing tumor is present. 
Certainly during pregnancy, these tumors may be extremely 
confusing, mimicking pre-eclampsia.[17] While the female 
gender prevalence for mortality in our study could be a 
cause	 for	 concern,	 the	 sample	 size	 in	 this	 review	prevents	
any	generalizability	of	this	finding.	Although	our	literature	
search	 spanned	 22	 years	which	 include	 improvements	 in	
anesthetic technology and pharmacology, the most recent 
year of a perioperative fatality indicates the persistence of 
this risk up to today.

Seventeen	patients	(38%)	received	a	single-agent	therapy,	the	
effectiveness of which was often not reported. A diagnosis of 
pheochromocytoma was suspected intraoperatively only in 
26%	of	patients.

A literature review of case reports such as ours is limited by 
the available literature, which is biased in at least two ways: 
that of clinicians selecting their clinical case for manuscript 
preparation, and that of the journals selecting a submitted 
manuscript as meeting their publication criteria. Another 
limitation is the nature of case reports themselves, which do 
not constitute actual studies that could be further systematically 
analyzed.	 Finally,	 the	 search	was	 limited	 to	 the	Medline	
database, and multiple additional databases may have provided 
a higher article yield albeit of a potentially different quality.

In instances of rare but worldwide recurring diagnostic and 
management dilemmas such as those described here, collection 
and analysis of single reports may still be a way to detect trends 
and offer otherwise unavailable insights, possibly with practical 
implications.	An	organized	review	such	as	this	one	is	therefore	
reminiscent of the American Society of Anesthesiologists 
closed claims analysis project. Although the source of the data 
is different, they are inherently incomplete in both instances, 
yet still interesting, meaningful and sometimes suggesting 
best practices.

In conclusion, the collective experience extracted from case 
reports and case series of incidental catecholamine producing 
neuroendocine tumors suggests a lower than historically 
reported perioperative mortality. A higher index of suspicion 
intraoperatively may improve outcomes for patients with such 
tumors by promoting earlier and more aggressive hemodynamic 
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Appendix

Year of Publication Author Procedure Anesthesia type
1988 Wen-Kuei et al. Excision of retroperitoneal tumor GA
1988 Weldman Percutaneous nephrolithotripsy Lumbar epidural
1989 Dunn et al. CABG GA
1989 Hemmady Cataract extraction and Cornea Transplantation GA
1990 Allen and Rosenberg Left hip osteomyelitis surgery GA
1991 Frydenberg Cystoscopy and Cystectomy GA
1992 Larson Radical nephrectomy for renal CA Combined GA/Epidural
1993 Spencer et al. Emergency laparotomy GA
1993 Findler et al. Dental treatment
1993 Nishina et al. Adrenalectomy GA 
1993 Singh and Nguyen AVR GA
1994 Yee and Stern Total thyroidectomy GA
1995 Takimoto TURBT Lumbar epidural
1995 Voros et al. Gunshot to abdomen exploration GA
1995 Voros et al. TAH GA
1995 Voros et al. Sigmoid polyp excision GA
1995 Voros et al. Right lobe liver cystic mass removal GA
1995 Voros et al. Cholecystectomy GA
1997 Levi and Schroeder Left infrainguinal bypass GA
1998 Huang et al. Right adrenalectomy and simple nephrectomy GA
1999 Zangrillo et al. Elective C-section Spinal
1999 Ehata AAA repair GA 
1999 Harioka Laparoscopic resection of adrenal mass GA
1999 Tohya Ovarian tumor resection GA
2000 Seki et al. TURBT GA
2002 Heindel et al. Resection of left ventricular masses GA
2002 Tan et al. Bladder tumor resection Spinal
2003 Myklejord, MD Right adrenal mass removal GA
2003 Sartipy et al. CABG GA
2003 Breckenridge et al. Pituitary macroadenoma GA
2003 Gurunathan and Korula Embolization of cerebellar hemangioma GA
2004 Shafiq Knee surgery GA
2005 Karri et al. Bowel perforation surgery GA
2005 Hudsmith C-section GA
2005 Antedomenico and Washer Pancreatic mass GA
2006 Tarrant et al. Acute appendicitis GA
2006 Lewis et al. Right sided radical nephrectomy for renal cell CA GA
2006 Bowen et al. Type A aortic dissection and large Pheo GA
2006 Tsutsui TURB-T GA
2006 Walker et al. CABG GA
2006 Weismann et al. Cystoprostatectomy GA
2006 Weismann et al. Left hemicolectomy GA
2006 Weismann et al. Thyroidectomy GA
2007 Siddik-Sayyid Right modified radical mastectomy GA
2007 Holldack Facial melanoma excision and skin grafting GA
2007 Dabbous et al. Abdominal hysterectomy GA
2007 Golshevsky et al. Emergency C-section GA
2007 Isik et al. Retroperitoneal mass removal GA
2007 Taylor Thoracic mass biopsy GA
2007 Hudcova and Schumann Pancreatic mass removal GA
2007 Montemurro et al. Ovarian mass resection GA
2008 Yasushi et al. Posterior mediastinal laparoscopic mass excision GA
2008 Haile et al. Excision of pancreatic mass GA
2008 Sakamaki et al. Thoracoscopic resection of posterior mediastinal mass GA

Condt...
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Contd...
2008 Saxena et al. Laparotomy bowel resection s/p trauma GA
2009 Leo Mediastinal mass resection GA
2009 Santovito et al. Hypoglossal nerve mass resection GA
2009 Tazi et al. Cystic mass excision GA
2010 Chishima et al. Paraaortic mass excision GA
2010 Chiu et al. Carotid body mass excision GA
2010 Farr et al. Hypoglossal nerve mass excision GA
2010 Liu Posterior mediastinal tumor excision GA

management. Multiagent antihypertensive therapy including 
the use of an alpha adrenergic blocker or a combination 
antihypertensive medication containing an alpha receptor 
blocking component should be given early consideration 
for the treatment of unexplained perioperative hypertensive 
crisis. The benefits of a low threshold to institute invasive 
hemodynamic monitoring in these situations likely outweigh 
their risks. Attention to the postoperative care of patients with 
unexplained intraoperative hypertensive crisis is warranted. 
Several questions remain, and prospective research or at least 
data collection is needed. It may be desirable to establish a 
national or a worldwide prospective data repository of these-and 
other rare-cases, to ultimately provide evidence-based practice 
recommendations for patients with unexplained intraoperative 
hypertensive crisis. It remains to be determined as to how 
recent national efforts, such as the Multicenter Perioperative 
Outcomes Group or the Anesthesia Quality Institute in the 
USA and similar outcome repositories in the UK and other 
countries using prospectively collected electronic medical data 
will be able to contribute to such an effort.
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